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COLOUR
COMBOS
Paint palettes 
for stylish spaces

BEST
BATHROOMS
AT THEIR 

Ways to update with  
new faucets, tubs, 
vanities, showers + sinks



TRENDS2012 Bathroom
Form and Function are enhanced as technology impacts 
design choices For the contemporary bathroom .

If you’re considering a bathroom reno, take some time to consider the best 
sink for your space. The National Kitchen and Bath Association reports that 
while under mount sinks continue to dominate newly remodeled bathrooms, 
vessel sinks have become the clear second choice among designers.  
1. Catalano Proiezioni wash basin (Nortesco) Suitable for 
wall-hung applications this sink is mounted on a custom stand by iNova, 
designed for Catalano sinks. Victoria Speciality Hardware 
2. Vox Vessels Lavatory (Kohler) Achieve a contemporary look  
with the simple style of Kohler’s Vox line of white vessel sinks, complemented 
here with a Stance single-control lavatory faucet finished in polished 
chrome. B.A. Robinson Lighting & Bath
3. The Ove Collection (WETSTYLE) This elegant undermount sink  
is manufactured using an eco-friendly natural stone composite.  
Cantu Bathrooms & Hardware
4. Wave Pedestal Sink (Stone Forest) Stone Forest focuses on 
producing designs made from natural materials. This pedestal sink is 
available in Carrara marble, honed basalt and Papiro cream marble. 
Victoria Speciality Hardware

Splendid Sinks
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Freestanding tubs contribute a sculptural quality to bathrooms and 
are becoming an increasingly popular choice in ensuites. 
5. Paviova (Duravit) A tub for two! The Paviova’s trapezoidal 
shape (plus optional neck rests) offers space for two people to 
relax in this soaker. Wolseley Kitchen & Bath Classics 
6. Edge (Victoria & Albert) Classic shapes merge with 
modern design to create this tub with softly contoured corners. 
Designed to maximize available space the freestanding tub  
has a generous depth and is 58-7/8" long by 31-5/8" wide.  
B.A. Robinson Lighting & Bath
7. Dali (Acri-tec) The Dali is another example of a freestanding 
tub that will attract plenty of attention. This acrylic bath can hold 
about 60 gallons of water. The Ensuite Bath & Kitchen Showroom  
8. Essencia (Bain Ultra) Designed with small spaces in mind 
the Essencia rectangular (68" x 38" x 26") makes a big impact 
in rooms as small as 90 square feet. The freestanding tub works 
well situated next to a wall or window to maximize the available 
space. Wolseley Kitchen & Bath Classics
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